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1. Introduction. Of the problems that occupied the researchers
workingin the area of Lie algebrasat the turn of the last century, one
can identifyat least two whichled to importantdevelopmentswhichare
still of greatinteresttoday. One is the classificationproblemfor abstract
finite-dimensionalcomplex semisimpleLie algebras,which was solved
by Elie Cartanin his thesis, [7]. The other problem, which is different
in nature, but equally interesting,is that of classifying,up to local diffeomorphisms,the finite-dimensionalLie algebrasof vector fields v =
I t'(x)aIaxl defined on an open subset of the complex Euclideanspace
Cn. For nonsingularLie algebras(i.e. those of locally constant dimension), this problem was solved by Lie in the cases n = 1 and 2, [14];
Lie also claimedto have solved the case n = 3, but only an incomplete
classificationever appearedin print, [15, Chapter2].
One may also considerthe more generalquestionof classifyingthe
finite-dimensionalLie algebrasof first orderdifferentialoperators(D =
E t'(x)ahaxl + f(x). These Lie algebras appear naturally in the theory

of projective (or multiplier)representationsof Lie groups, [18]. They
are also relevantin quantummechanicsthroughthe so-called algebraic
approachto scatteringtheory and moleculardynamics,[3]. In this latter
context, R. Levine, [13], posed the problemof classifyingall the second
ordertime-independentSchrodingeroperatorswhichlie in the universal
enveloping algebra of a finite dimensionalLie algebra g of first order
differentialoperators,i.e. whichcan be writtenas a constantcoefficient
bilinear combination of the generators of g. This problem is also a
generalizationof the factorizationproblem for differentialoperators,
[20].
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In an earlier pair of papers, [11], [12], (see also [22]), two of the
present authors gave a complete solution to Levine's problem on the
line, that is in the case n = 1. The basic approach,which in principle
extends to all dimensions,consistsof the followingtwo steps. First, one
classifiesall finite-dimensionalLie algebrasof differentialoperatorsup
to local diffeomorphisms,leadingto a complete set of normalformsfor
these Lie algebras.Then one solves the equivalenceproblemfor second
order differentialoperators, thereby determiningwhen a given Schrodinger operator can be written in bilinear form using one of the Lie
algebrasobtained in the first step. The resultingpotentials, named Lie
algebraicpotentials in reference 12, include many of the well-known
one-dimensionalpotentialsof quantummechanics,as well as a number
of previously unstudied ones. A significantomission is the Coulomb
potential, which is known to be expressibleas a bilinear combination
of planardifferentialoperatorsgeneratinga finite-dimensionalLie algebra, [3], but cannot be so expressed using purely one-dimensional
operators. This fact, and the general problem of determiningnew and
interestingclasses of potentials for which the Schrodingerequation is
amenableto treatmentby the algebraicmethodof Levine et al. motivate
the present work.
In this paperwe give a complete solution to the classificationproblem for finitedimensionalnonsingularcomplexLie algebrasof firstorder
differentialoperatorsin the planar case n = 2, exhibitinga complete
list of such Lie algebras.This correspondsto the first of the two steps
mentioned above for the solution to Levine's problem in 02.
There are three basic steps requiredto classify finite dimensional
Lie algebrasof differentialoperatorsover a given manifold. First, one
needs to classify the finite dimensionalLie algebrasof vector fields b
on the manifoldup to diffeomorphism.Secondly, for each of these Lie
algebras,one needs to classifyall possible finite dimensionalI-modules
m of Cmfunctions. Finally, for each of the modules m, one needs to
determinethe firstcohomologyspaceH1(I, C-(M)lm) of the Lie algebra
I with coefficients in the quotient t-module C"(M)lm. As detailed in
Section 2, this is equivalentto effecting the requiredclassification.
In the case of 02, the first step in our classificationprocedurewas
already achieved by Lie, [14], who obtained 24 essentially different
classes of nonsingularLie algebrasof vector fields, some of which depend on parameters.(See [2] for an English translationof Lie's fundamentalpaper.) A nice summaryof the basic classificationappearsin
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the "Gruppenregister"at the end of volume 5 of Lie's collected works,
[16]. See also Bianchi, [5; Chapter11], and Campbell, [6; Chapters21,
22], for other treatmentsof Lie's result. Our paper is devoted to the
two subsequentstages of the classification,namely the determination
of the finite dimensionalmodules of smooth functions for the Lie algebras on Lie's list, and the correspondingcohomologyspaces.
We should point out that there are several features of the twodimensionalcase which were absent in the much simpler one-dimensional case, and which make our problem more interesting. The Lie
algebrasof vector fields in 02 can have arbitrarilyhigh dimension, the
module may depend on arbitraryfunctions, the polynomial modules
need not be spanned by monomials, and the structureof the modules
may depend criticallyon the value of the essential parameteron which
these Lie algebras depend (even to the extent of being different for
rationaland irrationalvalues of the parameter).As a consequence, the
expressionfor the Lie algebracohomology may be extremely complicated. Finally, we should remarkthat H1(b, C-(M)lm) need not vanish
if I is semisimpleas suggestedby the Whiteheadlemma, cf. [10], since
C'(M)lm is not a finite dimensionalmodule.
Extensionsof this work to higherdimensionsare readilyapparent,
but the computationaldifficultiesare formidable.A more modest program would be to classify the Lie algebras of differential operators
correspondingto transitive,primitivetransformationgroups,which are
completelyknownin all dimensions,[8]. These are of interestfor several
reasons,includingtheir connectionswith nonlinearordinarydifferential
equations with superpositionprinciples, [21]. Also, the extensions of
this classificationto real two dimensionalspaces can be done, since we
now have, [9], a completeclassificationof the real Lie algebrasof vector
fields on

.

We would like to thank Willard Miller, Jr. for many insightful
comments on this work. Also, we wish to thank Thomas Hawkinsfor
sharinghis researchinto the historyof Lie's classificationof Lie algebras
of vector fields. The supportand hospitalityof the Institutefor Mathematics and its Applications(I.M.A.) is gratefullyacknowledged.
2. Lie algebrasof differentialoperators-general facts. Let M be
a smooth manifold. Consider the space 0D= [D(M) of all first order
differentialoperators on M. In local coordinates x = (xi, . . ,
these take the form
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(2.1)

=

X fi(x)Di

+ g(x) = f(x)-D + g(x),

where Di denotes derivativewith respect to xi. There is a naturalLie
bracket which makes 0Dinto a Lie algebra, given by the commutator
[6, 8] = 6 -8 - 8*6. The fundamentalproblem to be addressedin
this paper is the determinationof all possible finite-dimensionalLie
subalgebrasof the Lie algebra D.
There are two naturalclasses of coordinatechanges which act on
the algebraof differentialoperators.The firstare the (invertible)smooth
changes of variables: x = p(x), which transformthe operator (2.1)
accordingto the standardchain rule formula. Second, we can rescale
the field variableby smooth functionsqp(x),which, in order to preserve
the Lie algebra structureof D, must act on differentialoperators accordingto
(2.2)

1

6D=

We will call two (Lie algebras of) differentialoperators equivalentif
there is a change of variablesx = p(x) and a scalar-valuedfunction
p(x) such they are related by (2.2).
Let V C 0Ddenote the subalgebra of all vector fields v = f(x) *D

on M. Let M C D denote the abelian subalgebraof multiplicationoperators,consistingof the operators(2.1) with f 0, so that M - C (M).
The vector fields act naturallyon the multiplicationoperators,giving D
= V X M the structure of a semidirect product. Let w : D3-- V denote
= f D for (D = f D + g. Then the above notion
the projection aT((W)

of equivalence preserves the exact sequence of Lie algebra
homomorphisms
O --> M--> D -

V-t

0.

Any finite-dimensionalLie subalgebrag C 0Dis spannedby differential operators
(2.3)

v1 + fl(x)

. . .

V
Vr

+ fr(x),

hi(x),

. . .

hm(x),
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Vrare linearly independent vector fields spanning an r-

dimensionalLie algebra I = wr(g)of vector fields, and the functions
hi(x), . . . , hm(x) span the abelian subalgebram = g n M of multiplication operators in g. Thus g also has the structureof a semidirect
product:g
Xn m. There is a convenient interpretationof this data
in cohomologicalterms. (See Miller, [18], for a slightlydifferentversion
of these results.) In general, if I is a Lie algebra, and M an I-module,
the space of i-cochains, i : 0, is the I-module Ci(I, M) consistingof
all alternating i-linear maps F: I x ... x I -* M. Let 8: Ci(I, M) -*
Cl 1(b, M) be the usual coboundary operator, cf. [10]. The space of
i-cocycles is Zi(I, M) = Ker s f C1(I, M), the space of i-coboundaries
is Bi(I, M) = 8[C0-1(I, M)], and Hi(I, M) = Zi(I, M)IB'(I, M) is the
ith cohomology space.
1. Let M be a smooth manifold, and C-(M) the algebra
of smooth scalar-valued functions on M. There is a one-to-one correspondence between finite dimensional Lie algebras of differential operators on M and triples (I, m, F), where
THEOREM

1. I is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields on M,
2. m C C"(M) is a finite-dimensional f-module of functions on M,
3. F E Zl(b, C-(M)lm) is a 1-cocycle with coefficients in the quotient
module C"(M)lm.

Proof. Consider the Lie algebra g spanned by the differential
operators(2.3), and let I and m be defined as above. Since [vi + fi, hj]
= vi(hj) must also lie in g, and hence in m, we see that m must be an

I-module, in accordancewith condition 2. Next, define the 1-cochain
F: I -* C'(M) by (F; vi) = fi, and extend by linearity.The map
(2.4)

D, = v + (F; v)

associates a differentialoperator D, E g with any vector field v E I.
However, the functions fi are not uniquely determined since we can
replace fi by fi + h for any h E m without changing g. Thus, we should

regardeach functionf = (F; v) as lying in the quotientmodule C-(M)I
m, and F is a well-defined C"(M)/m-valued 1-cochain. Moreover, the
commutator [Dv, Dw] = D[v,w]+ (SF; v, w) lies in g if and only if
(SF; v, w) E m, which implies that g is a Lie algebraif and only if F is
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a C"(M)/m-valued1-cocycle. Conversely, given a triple (i, m, F) satisfying the hypotheses, the direct sum g = {v + (F; v) Iv E Il} EDm is
easily shown to be a Lie algebra.
E
To classify Lie algebrasof differentialoperators,we only need to
determine representativesof different equivalence classes. The equivalence relationbetweendifferentialoperatorswill inducean equivalence
relation between the correspondingtriples (i, m, F). First, the change
of variablesx = p(x) acts on the Lie algebraof vector fields I in the
obvious manner;it similarlytransformsthe module m and the cocycle
F. Moreover, for a fixed I, two j-modulesare equivalent if they are
mappedto each other undera changeof variablesin the isotropygroup
of I. Rescaling the field variablevia (2.2) does not affect I or m, but
has the effect of replacingthe differentialoperator D, in (2.4) by the
operator D, - v(log *) = D, - (5 log *; v), which amounts to subtractingthe coboundary8 log if from the 1-cocycleF. Also, since the
coboundaryoperation preserves m, we can regard log if as lying in
C'(M)lm. Therefore, for fixed I and m, two cocycles F and F will
determine equivalentLie algebrasof differentialoperatorsif and only
if they are cohomologous. In this way the different Lie algebras
of differential operators are classified by cohomology classes in
Hl(b, C-(M)lm).
THEOREM 2. Let M be a smooth manifold. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between equivalence classes of finite dimensional Lie
algebras of differential operators on M and equivalence classes of triples
(I, m, [F]), where

1. I is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields on M,
2. m C C'(M) is a finite-dimensional f-module of functions on M,
3. [F] E H1(t, C-(M)lm).

Two such triples are equivalentif they are directlymappedto each
other by a change of variables, the cohomology taking care of the rescaling(2.2). We will alwayswork with a specificrepresentativeof each
equivalenceclass [i, m, [F]]. Moreover,in most cases, the isotropygroup
is trivial, so we can ignore the equivalenceof modules under isotropy.
There are thus three steps in to the general classificationprocedurefor
finite-dimensionalLie algebrasof differentialoperators: 1. classify finite-dimensionalLie algebrasI of vector fields on M up to change of
variables;2. classify finite-dimensionalI-modules m; 3. determine the
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cohomologyspace H1(f, C-(M)lm). Our solution to these problemsis
summarizedin Tables 1-3. In this paper, we will be only concernedwith
the local classificationof nonsingular(i.e. generic) Lie algebrasof differential operators. Analysis of singularpoints, where the dimension
reduces, is considerablymore complicated,even for the case of a single
vector field. (See the discussion of normal forms given in Arnol'd,
[4; Chapter5].) In particular,we will work entirelyin local coordinates,
and ignore global topological questions.
3. Classificationof modules. We now specialize the preceding
considerationsto the case when M is an open subset of 02. We use the
notation
(3.1)

(D = f1(x, y)p + f2(x, y)q

+ g(x, y),

for a differentialoperator in the plane, where we abbreviatep = DX,
q = Dy. Lie's classificationof finite-dimensionalLie algebrasof vector
fields on 02 iS summarizedin Table 1. (We have omitted the trivialcase
when the Lie algebrajust consistsof the 0 vectorfield.) The firstcolumn
gives our numberfor the (class of) Lie algebras,and the second column
gives a basis. Some of these algebrashave been writtenin slightlymore
convenient coordinatesystems than are to be found in Lie. The third
column gives its structureas an abstractLie algebra. Here, b2 = 0 k
0 denotes the unique solvable two-dimensionalLie algebra. The last
columnindicateswhere the Lie algebralies in Lie's "Gruppenregister,"
[16]. The list is not completelyduplication-free(see Campbell,[6]). For
example, the Lie algebra of type 5 for a given 0 #o a E 0 is clearly
isomorphicto the same algebra with constant 1/atby interchangingx
and y; also type 4 is a special case of type 18, althoughit is convenient
to treat this case separately. Note that the transitive,primitiveLie algebras in the plane are cases 7, 8 and 15, i.e. the special linear affine
group, the general linear affine group, and the full projectivegroup in
the plane.
The second step in the classificationprocedureis to determinethe
most general finite-dimensionalI-module of functionsfor each Lie algebra I appearingin Table 1. These are listed in Table 2, which we
discussin detailbelow, omittingthe fairlystraightforward
proofsin order
to keep the expositionshort.To beginwith, a modulem is trivial,written
m = 0, if it consists of the zero function alone. The next simplest case
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is when m consists of just the constantfunctions, which we write m =
{1}, since the function 1 generatesm. Every Lie algebra of vector fields
admits either of these two possibilities as modules. In some cases (11,
15, 23, 24) these are the only possibilities, but usually there4will be other

possible types of finite-dimensionalmodules.
Definition 3.

An x-translation module is a finite-dimensional mod-

ule for the one-dimensionalLie algebrageneratedby p = ax. A semipolynomial x-translation module is a finite-dimensional module spanned
by functions fk(x, y) = Yi g'(y)x' and all their x derivatives ajfklax',

j?

0, where g'(y) are functionsof y. If the g'(y) are themselvespoly-

nomials, the module is called a polynomial x-translation module. If the

module is spanned by semimonomialsgk(y)x-'

and their x derivatives,

then the module is called a semimonomial x-translation module. If the
gk's

are monomials,so there is a basisconsistingof monomialsxlyj, then

we have a monomial x-translation module.
4. Every x-translation module is a direct sum offinitely
PROPOS1TION
many submodules m, = uMAe', where mA, is a semi-polynomial x-translation module.

It is interestingto contrastthe situationhere with the corresponding
one-dimensionalversion, where I is generatedby p = ax, but the functions are only allowedto dependon x. In thatcase, [12],everytranslation
module is spanned by monomials xe'. In contrast, by admittingydependence, we no longer retain the propertythat translationmodules
are spanned by monomials. This complicating fact will cause a number

of difficultiesin our classificationprocedure.
Definition 5.

A translation module is a finite-dimensional module

for the Lie algebra{p, q} of translationsin the plane. The space spanned
by a finite collection of polynomials fk(x, y) = Eij aijxlyj, and all their
m 2 1 2 0, is called a polynomial
translation module. If the module is spanned by monomials, xlyJ, then
it is called a monomial translation module.

x and y derivatives amfklax'aym'-l

Again, it is perhapssurprisingthat not everypolynomialtranslation
module is spannedby monomials.An example is the polynomialtranslation modulespannedby x2 + y, x, 1. In the specialcase of a translation
module generated by monomialsxlyi, the exponents (i, j) lie in some
subset S C Z+ x Z+. Note that if (i, j) E S, andO c i' < i, 0 1j' <
j, then (i', j') E S, so S is a (Young) diagram(or Ferrersgraph), [17].
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We remark that any nonmonomialtranslationmodule can always be
includedin a largermonomialmodule merely by taking all the constituent monomialsof the elements.
PRoPosMoN 6. Every translation module is a direct sum of finitely
many submodules mt,,, = mAX,e"I'Y, where mti,v' is a polynomial translation module.

This takes care of cases 1 and 4 in Table 2. Manyof the other cases
are handled by the following pair of simple lemmas.
If b contains the vector fields p, q, and (ax + by)p +
(cx + dy)q, ad - bc # 0, then any finite dimensional f-module is a
polynomial translation module.
LEMMA 7.

LEMMA 8.

If I contains the vector fields p, q, and
where ad - bc #4 O,

(ax + by)p + (cx + dy)q,
(UX2

+

fxy

+

yy2)p

+

(Xx2

+

pxy

+

vy2)q,

where rank

=

A

,u

v

2,

O

then any nonzero finite-dimensional 1-module contains only constants.
An interesting case is the solvable Lie algebra 1Ja = {p, q,
xp + oayq},which appearsas type 5 in Table 1. A polynomialis called
ot-homogeneousif the vector field xp + oayqtakes it into a multiple of

itself. A polynomialmodule is called o-homogeneousif it is spannedby
a basisof a-homogeneouspolynomials.The structureof the b"-modules
depends criticallyon whether a is rationalor irrational(a fact that may
be related to the existence of rationalCasimiroperators, [19]).
PROPOSITON9. Any b"-module (oa#0 ) is an oa-homogeneouspolynomial translation module. Moreover, if a is not a positive rational number, then the module is a monomial translation module.
For example, b2 = {p, q, xp + 2yq}, and has a nonmonomial
module spanned by x4 + x2y, 4x3 + 2xy, X2, x, y, 1.

The other cases are handledby the followingseries of propositions,
which, for reasons of space, are stated without proof.
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10. Every finite-dimensionalmodule for the Lie alPROPOSITION
gebraof type13 is a directsum offinitely manyof the irreduciblemodules
m(n) spannedby the functions
(X -

+y)

y)knQ(X

n~

~

~~~dn

where

Qn(z)=

(z2

dz 2n-k

-

1), k = 0,

2n.

We -note that, up to a multiple Qk is same as the Gegenbauer
(ultraspherical) polynomial Ckk+(1/2),
and, in particular, Qnis a multiple
of the nth Legendre polynomial. Indeed, this identification is equivalent
to the curious polynomial identity
dk
Zk (Z2

_ 1)n =

k__

__

(Z2_

d2n-k

1)n-k

d_

(z2

_

1)n, 0 ?

k ? 2n.

PROPOSMON
11. Every finite-dimensionalmodule for the Lie algebraof type 12 is a directsum of finitelymanyof theirreduciblemodules
?
i c n.
m(n) spanned by the monomials xiyn, 0
PROPOSMON
12. Any finite dimensionalmodulefor the Lie algebra
of type 18 is a direct sum of submodules m,n, = Mt,i,e, where m,, is
C mtk+, for X E A,
a polynomial x-translation module, with xkaum.
k rx.
PROPOSITION
13. Any finite-dimensionalmodule m for the Lie
algebraof type 20 is spanned by polynomials. Moreover, if a c r, or
a t c, then m is spanned by monomials.
With these results in hand, we complete the classification of finitedimensional modules for all the Lie algebras of vector fields from Table
1. In Table 2, the first column shows the Lie algebra considered from
Table 1. The second column indicates whether the module is necessarily
spanned by monomials, i.e. single terms of the indicated form. Here i,
j, k, n are all nonnegative integers. The third column indicates a typical
term in any generator of the module. If the module is not spanned by
monomials, then the generators will be certain linear combinations of
the indicated monomials. The fourth column either indicates ranges of
indices which must be included, or, in the case of an arrow, indicates
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other indices which must be includedif the given one is. For instance,
in case 19, if the monomial xlyjel- appears in the module, so must
xi-1yie' and xi+ryi-le1(+x)Y (provided i > 0 and/or j > 0) for each
exponent Xin the Lie algebra.In all cases, the arbitraryfunctions(e.g.
the g(y) in cases 1-3) or the exponents (e.g. the X and ,uin case 4) all
are restricted to belong to a finite set, so that the module is finitedimensional.We note that in all nonmonomialcases, the generatorscan
still be taken to be "exponentiallyhomogeneous,"i.e. only one exponential appears.Cases when the module is not generatedby monomials
must be treated with care, as certain coefficientscan also appear.
4. Calculationof cohomology. The final step is the computation
of the cohomologyspaces Hl(b, C'(M)lm) for each of the Lie algebras
and correspondingmodules appearingin Tables 1 and 2. The results
are displayed in Table 3. The first column indicates the dimension of
the cohomology space, and the second column gives a representative
cocycle F of each nontrivialcohomology class. Only the vector fields
which are actuallymodified are indicated, i.e. in the notation of (2.3),
only the differentialoperatorsvi + fi-with nonzerofi = (F; vi) # 0 are
explicitlywritten down. Again, in the interests of brevity, we will not
give the details of most of the calculations.We explain the first four
cases for illustratingthe basic techniques, and finally discuss the two
most complicatedcases, types 16 and 18.
Ourcomputationsare considerablysimplifiedby usingthe following
"normalization"procedure. Suppose G C I are two Lie algebras of
vector fields. Any I-module m is automaticallyan B-module,and any
tj-cocycleF reduces to an B-cocycle,denoted by Fj,. Suppose the restrictedcocycle Fl is cohomologousto an B-cocycleFoE Zl(G, C-(M)I
m) so that, when applied to vector fields in 6, we have Fl, = Fo + 8?J
for some function qj. On the largeralgebra , then, the cohomologous
cocycle F = F + 5ij will restrictto the B-cohomologouscocycle Fo =
FI. In other words, if a cocycle is cohomologousto a simpler cocycle
when restrictedto a subalgebra,then it is cohomologous, on the larger
algebra, to a cocycle which agrees with the simpler one on the subalgebra. In particular,if we can reduce certain componentsof F to zero
in the computationof the B-cohomologyclass of its restrictionFi v, then
the same componentscan be reducedto zero in the computationof its
I-cohomology class. In this context, we will refer to such a cocycle as
normalized.Once we have normalizedour cocycle accordingto a sub-
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algebra G of the Lie algebra I, we can still modify it by coboundaries,
but only ones that respect the normalization. Thus, a normalized co= 0, or equivalently,(8*; v) = v(+) E m
boundarymust satisfy 8&PK
for all v E B. This rather trivial remark will serve to enormously simplify

cohomologycalculations.
Case 1. In the case of the Lie algebraspannedby the single translation vector field p, any 1-cocycle is determinedby a single function
(F; p) = f(x, y) E C"(M)lm. The coboundaries are given by (8*; p) =
*P. Therefore, by setting 1 = f fdx to be any integralof f, we deduce

that any cocycle is a coboundary,and so there is no cohomology.
Case 2. For the Lie algebragenerated by p, xp, a cocycle F will
be specified by two functions: (F, p) = f(x, y), (F; xp) = g(x, y).

Accordingto case 1, the cohomology for the subalgebraspanned by p
is trivial, hence we can normalizeour cocycle so that it automatically
vanishes on the basis vector field p. To maintain this normalization,
then, we are only allowed to modify the cocycle by addition of coboundaries85i which are trivialon p, i.e. satisfy(8*; p) = *x E m. Thus
our cocycle (now called F) is determinedby a single function(F; xp) =
g(x, y) E CO(M)lm. The condition that F be a cocycle is (5F; p, xp) =
gC E m. Since (8*; xp) = x*.,, two such cocycles are cohomologous if
and only if g = g + xJ,P,where * E C'(M) satisfies the normalization
restriction 4 E m. Since m is generated by monomials xAh(y), 0 ? i ?

the function g must be a linear combinationof monomialsxjh(y),
i.e. we can include
nh + 1. (If h(y) is not in m, then nh
-1,
1 ? j ? nj + 1,
of
in
On
if
the other hand,
arbitrary functions
y
g.)
then the monomial xjh(y) can be incorporatedinto a normalizedco-

nh,

O- j <

boundary, namely

85i

where +p(x, y) = xjh(y)lj. Therefore the only

contributionsto cohomologyare functionsg = g(y) which do not lie in
m, and every nonzero cohomology class has as representativep, xp +
g(y), where g E CO(M)lm.

Case 3. For the Lie algebra of type 3, we normalize using the
subalgebragenerated by p, xp of case 2, so that our cocycle satisfies
(F; p) = 0, (F; xp) = g(y), (F; x2p) = h(x, y). Normalized coboundaries
must satisfy (8*; p) = * E m, (8*f; xp) = x*., E m. But m contains
only functions of y, so there are no nonzero coboundaries which obey
the normalization restrictions. The conditions that F define a cocycle
are (5F; p, x2p) = h. - 2g E m, (5F; xp, x2p) = xhx - h E m. We
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deduce that h(x, y) = 2x[g(y) + k(y)] + h(y), where k, h E m. But

h is trivial, so, replacingg by g + k, we find a general cohomology
representative to be p, xp + g(y), x2p + 2xg(y).
Case 4.

For the Lie algebra {p, q} of translations in the plane, we

normalize the cocycle F so that (F; p) = 0, and hence F is uniquely
determinedby a single function(F; q) = g(x, y) E C-(M)lm. The only
cocycle condition is (5F; p, q) = g. E m. Note that any functiongo(y)
E Co(y) can be readily absorbedby a coboundary,so we may assume
that g(O, y) = 0, and the derivativegx uniquely determinesg. Define
Div m axm + aym = {lox + 3y I ot, P E m}. We can then write gx =
p + ax + fy where a, ,BE m, and where p E m is a representativeof
an element of the quotient vector space m/Div m. Let '1 = f fdx, so
that qjsatisfiesthe normalizationrestrictionifr E m. Then the modified

g
satisfiesg

function

=

g - a - 4iydetermines a cohomologous cocycle, and also

= p. We thereforeconcludethat the cohomologyclasses are
classifiedby elements p of the finite-dimensionalvector space m/Divm.
We can make one further simplification.According to Proposition6,

the module m is a direct sum of submodules m,nv = mA,'e'+'LY,where

each mv is a polynomialtranslationmodule. Lemma14 (stated below),
with K = 0, implies that m/Div mnm- o,o/Divmoo, and we need only
look at polynomialsfor cohomologyrepresentatives.In the special case
when mo,ois a monomialtranslationmodule, spannedby monomialsxlyi
correspondingto (i, j) in a diagramS, then it is easy to see that the
basis elements of mo,O/Div
mo,owill correspondto monomialswith (i, j)
on an outside corner of S, where by definition, (i, j) E S is an outside
cornerif both (i + 1, j) and (i, j + 1) do not belong to S.
where tm is a polynomial transSuppose m = meAx+>yX
lation module. Suppose K =, X. Given (p E m there exists J E m such
that ix - KqJ = (P.
LEMMA

14.

Case 16. We may assume without loss of generalitythat the first
vector field is just q, i.e. (l(x) = 1, and normalizethe cocycle F so that
it vanishes on q. Note that the operators tk(x)q

+ fok(x), with fokE Co(x),

will certainlycontributeto the cohomology, so H1(I, C'(M)/
m) containsthe nontrivialinfinite-dimensionalcomponent(CX(x)/mo)r-l
-(C(x)Inmo) 0 V, where mo= mn C-(x). Here V denotes a complex
fok

v
m,

vector space of dimension r - 1 with basis e2, . . , er. The remaining
.

cohomologycan be computedfrom that of an associatedalgebraiccomplex, and will be finite-dimensional.Define aym= {fy I f E:m},Bin =
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Span{ti f I f E m, 1 ? i c r}. Note that aybmC m. Define t =
E C-(x) 0 V C C'(M) 0 V. Then the "algebraic" differYk?2 tk(x)ek
ential

(4.1)

8 : C-(M) 0 AkV

__

C?(M) 0 Ak+ 1,

8*(W) =

A

definesa complexon the spaceof C"(M)-valuedk-formson V. Consider
the quotient complex
y Im
y-

(4.2)

(mh3ym)0 V -

(&nml) 0 A2V,

where 8*, 8* are the appropriate restrictions of V. Let H' = Ker 8A/
Im 8.
THEOREM
15.
module m,

For a Lie algebra of type 16, with finite dimensional

{(C-(x)/mo) 0 V} DHM.

H1(J, C-(M)lm)

Proof. Let F be a normalized cocycle, so (F; q) = 0, (F; Ek(x)q)=
y), k> 2, and, by the above remarks, we may assume fk(x, 0) =
0. The cocycle conditions require

fk(x,

(4.3)

(SF; q,

=

(kq)

E

fy

m, (SF; (kq,

q)

=

(kfy

-

'f.k E mn.

We represent F by the one-form (F = Xk?2 fykek E m ? V. Since F is
trivialif and only if fykE aym,we can identifya nontrivialcocycle F with
a nonzero element of the quotient module (m/aym) 09 V. Furthermore,
8*()F)

=

t

A

JF =

k2l (tkfy

-

jfyk)ek

A el E &n 0 A2V,

so the cocycle conditions (4.3) are equivalent to the condition 8*(w) E
m 0 A2v, which is the same as requiring that 8*(w) = 0 as an element

of C-(M)lm 0

A2v.A function 'pE

C'(M) determinesa normalized

coboundary B'p if and only if 'pyE m. Let X =
corresponding to the coboundary 8p is
(+=

8*(X)

=

-k2

tk(x)X(x,

pyy, so

y)ek.

that the one-form
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So F = F + Bq are cohomologousif and only if WF = wfF + 8*(X) are
Finally,if PyE aym(hence
algebraicallycohomologousfor some XE nym.
as an element of (midym)
E
then
E
and
is
trivial
w8
aym
V,
i0
x ay2m)
0V.
D1
For example, in the special case r = 2, the space V is one-dimensional, and hence A2V = {O}.Thus (4.2) degeneratesto the complex
-+ m/nym
O-- 0, where the firstmap is just multiplicationby (2(x).
aym/hy2m
We conclude that, in this particularcase, H1(b, C'(M)lm) -(C(x)/
ffl (M/O2yM)
m10)
If m = EDmn,
where mn =

Mnyn,

is generated by "monomials" g(x)y",

with g E Ai C C-(x), it is possible to further analyze the algebraic
complex. Define
Min =Span{lk(x)g(x)

I gE Mn,

k

=

1,...

r,

so that m is a module if and only if
n C Mn-1, n ? 1. Further define
SOM/ayMthe quotient modules qn = Mniuin+l, &jn =
Dq,yn.
nn,
The complex (4.2) then decomposes into the direct sum of simpler
subcomplexes
qn+1

qn 0 Vi4

&qn

0A2v,

whose cohomology H = Ker bIn/Im O,, is readily computable.The
full cohomologyH' is the directsum of these. If I hi(x)eiis a nontrivial
cohomologyrepresentativein H' n,then the correspondingcocycle representinga nontrivialcohomology class in H1(t, C-(M)lm) is given by
(F; q) = 0, (F; (iq) = h (x)yn+1, 1 = 2, . . . , r.

Case 18. The cohomology for case 18, which is always finitedimensional,is the most complicatedof all. If the module is spanned
by monomials,we obtain fairlyexplicitresultsusing a convenientgraph
theoreticinterpretation;in the non-monomialcase, we can only provide
partiallyexplicit answers, and bounds on the dimension of the cohomology based on the monomialcalculations.We begin by assumingthat
each submodule mi. = iL ex is generated by monomials x'yJe'",for
(i, j) E S~,C Z+ x Z+. For any pair of integers (i, j) E Z2 (both positive
and negative), define the index
fEtL =

I]

=1 t,

O,

iothwe0,j20,

otherwise.

(i,j)

t S,.
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Normalize so (F; p) = 0. Let (F; xke'q) = g'k(x, y)e', X E A,
0 c k c rx. The first set of cocycle conditions are (SF; p, xkelq) =
gX k - kg'kl E M,. An easy inductionusing Lemma 14 shows that only
polynomialfunctionsgX,k will contributeto the cohomology. Integrating
these conditions, we deduce that, up to elements of m,

(

k!(i + rx)!

=~~g,kXy)
E.y=

(4.4)

( + k)r!

X
E1+k,

Cj

+kyj

x yi

,

where the c,j are constants, and the sum ranges over all (i, j) E Z2 such
thatj -0, (i + rx,j) t SA, and either -rx c i c Gor (i - 1,j) E SA.
The index E{I+k,jis zero when the "rational monomial" xi+kyj is either in
m,

or not a polynomial.Furthermore,
(SF; xkexq, x'e&q)

(4.5)

-

ay(xkg'Ll
-

xlgxk)

E

m+,1.

Consider first the case X = ,u in (4.5). If rx = 0, this imposes no
restrictionson gXO. If rx > 0, and i = 0, then all the coefficientsin (4.4)
are 1 or 0, and (4.5) also imposes no conditions. For rx > 0, i # 0,
supposek = rx, I = r, - 1. Then (4.5) impliesthat c,j = 0 unless either

= 0. This
j = 0 or (i + 2r, - 1, j - 1) E S2A, i.e. unless E+2r-l,j-1
condition ensures that for X = ,uall the other cocycle conditions(4.5)
are automatically satisfied. On the other hand, if rx = 0, then (i - 1,
j) E SA, so (i + 2rx - 1, j - 1) = (i - 1, j - 1) E S2A automatically.
We conclude that ci, = 0 unless X E Ai,j,where
Ai,j =

[{XE A | i,j

A,

=

0,

Ei+2r

-1,j-1

=

O},

0 # i

rx,

-

j

2

0,

i= 0,1?>0

=#O},all the terms in (4.4)
Moreover, unless X E Ai,+j
A,I {X E
|i+rx,j
involvingc,j will lie in M,\ and hence will not contributedirectlyto any
cohomology. Note that there are a finite numberof integer pairs (i, j)
for which the set Ai,. is not empty. Next we analyze (4.5) for A # ,u.
Setting k = r, I = r, we see that either E',+L+r"j
=0, or cij= c4i.
Moreover, if either rx or r,, is positive, then setting k
1, 1 =r,
=

-

(or, if rx = 0, setting k = rx, I = r,, - 1) we find that either i = 0, or
Ei'++rL+r1 ,j 1 = 0, or c-j = c4 = 0. Moreover, if these conditionshold,
then all the remaining cocycle conditions (4.5) hold trivially. This com-
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pletes the cocycle conditions and the characterizationof the cohomology.
These results can be most readily visualized using an elementary
graphicalapproach. For each (i, j) with i ? - r,, j 2 0, we define a
graphGi,jwhose vertices correspondto the exponents X E Aisj.We say
that two such exponents are linkedif Eit+r,,r.,j-1 'A 0 and in this case Gi,j
containsan edge connectingthe verticescorrespondingto Xand ,u.Note
that if j = 0, then there is no linkage, and each graph consists of a
single vertex. The edge is called a zero link if i #0 0 and EA_+N'+r>-L1,j-1
0
0. This decomposes the graph Gi,jinto a finite numberof disjoint connected subgraphs,denoted G7fj.We say that G-yjis a positive subgraph
if it contains no zero links and also it contains at least one "positive"
vertex X E A:j'.We define di,jto be the numberof positive subgraphs
Gyj. With each subgraphwe associate a constant k'yjwhich is arbitrary
if the graphis positive, but is otherwisezero. Then the above analysis
proves that F is a nontrivialcocycle if and only if the polynomialsgAk
have the form (4.4), where the coefficients are given by ci.j = klZjfor
each X E G7,j.Note that this implies that cij vanishes unless A belongs
to a positive subgraphGzj. Therefore the dimension of the space of
normalizedcocycles is equal to the number of independent constants
k7,j.This is the same as the total numberof positive subgraphsfor all
indices (i, j), which is also the sum of the di,jover all possible (i, j). In
particular,since by the earlier remark, there are a finite number of
positive graphs, this space is finite dimensional.
Finallywe need to deal with coboundaries.Clearly* E C"(M) will
make a contributionif and only if it is a polynomial. The condition
'PxE m implies that qi is a sum of monomialsx'yj+1with either i = 0 or
(i - 1, j + 1) E So. Define eij,to be 1 if i = Oor (i - 1,j + 1) E So,
and 0 otherwise. In this case, the module conditions imply that
0, hence Ei4++r'+r,-ij = 0, for each exponent X E A. Therefore,
Ei+r-lj=
in this case, Bp(xkekxq) = (j + 1)xi+kyje' E m unless k = rx. Thus, we
can use this coboundaryto absorb one of the constantskZj,and hence
eliminate one positive linkage class. We therefore conclude a general
formulafor the cohomology in the monomialcase:
(4.6)

dim H1(j, C-(M)Im) =

(dij - ei,j).

The case when the module is not generatedby monomialsis even
more complicated,and we are not able to offer definitiveresults. How-
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ever, we can relate the cohomology in this case to a "subset" of an
associatedmonomialcohomology.A generalfinite-dimensionalmodule
alwaysbreaksup into submodulesm,l = m,,ex, but the individualpolynomial x-translationmodule mu,,L
may not be spanned by monomials. We
order the monomialslexicographically,so xiyj > x'yj' if i > i' or i = i'
and j > j'. Let ff,,(x, y) = Xiyj + X(k,0<(i,J) CkijXkyl, (i, j) E S>, be a basis
for m consisting of "monic" polynomials, satisfying a ffj = if l.j,
i - 0. Now, the definitions of the E's and the graphsproceeds just as
in the monomial case with the same collection of diagrams.We claim
that the correspondingcocycles for the nonmonomialcase are indexed
by a subset of the cocycles for the associated monomial case, so, in
some sense, the cohomology for the nonmonomialcase is a subset of
the associatedmonomialcohomology. In particular,the cohomologyis
alwaysfinite dimensional,boundedby the righthand side of (4.6). The
reason for this is that all the cocycle restrictionson F can be ordered
lexicographically,so that, unless the leading monomialof each gAk satisfies the cocycle condition, the entire polynomial will not satisfy it.
However, the cocycle conditionswill impose additionalconstraintson
the lower order terms, so that there may be more requirementsthan in
the monomial case. The only case in which we could run into trouble
is when j = 0, so that when we differentiatewith respect to y we end
up, not with zero as in the monomialcase, but with some lower order
polynomial.However, there is never any linkagein the j = 0 graph, so
that every exponent X gives rise to a monomialcohomology class, and
hence a potential nonmonomialcohomologyclass. As the cocycle conditions depend very cruciallyon the lower order terms, there does not
seem to be any furtherstatementthat can be made in this regards.
This completesour discussionof the cohomology.One finalremark
is that Tables 1-3 also solve the "embeddabilityproblem": Given a
triple [b, m, [F]] correspondingto a Lie algebrag of differentialoperators, when does there exist a largerLie algebra 4 C g corresponding
to a triple [b, m', 0] having trivialcohomology? (In the constructionof
Lie algebraic potentials, cf. [12], having trivial cohomology is a big
advantage, and going to a larger Lie algebra does not affect the construction.)An inspectionof the tables revealsthat this is alwayspossible
in cases 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, but that it is
not possible to remove the cohomology class in general in cases 3, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 23, 24.
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Note. An expandedversion of this paper, includingmany explicit
examples and more detailed proofs, appearsin DifferentialGeometry,
Global Analysisand Topology, CMS ConferenceProceedings,Vol. 12,
Amer. Math. Soc., Providence, R.I., 1991, 51-84. See our paper in
J. Phys. A, 24(1991), 3995-4008for furtherapplicationsof these results.
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